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Abstract—The increasing popularity of DVFS (dynamic voltage
frequency scaling) schemes for portable low power applications
demands highly efficient on chip DC-DC converters. The primary
aim of this work is to enable increased efficiency of on-chip DC-DC
conversion for near-threshold operation of multi-core architectures.
The main idea is to supply nominal (high) off-chip voltage to a
multi-core processor where cores are then “voltage-stacked” to
generate a near-threshold (low) voltage based on Kirchhoff’s
voltage law through charge recycling. However this implicit downconversion can be affected by the current imbalance between the
cores. A push-pull switched-capacitor regulator has been designed
to keep the mid voltage close to the near-threshold value of halfVdd. Stacked-voltage domain with its self-regulation capability
combined with push-pull based switch capacitor regulator has
shown an average efficiency of more than 90% for 2:1 down
conversion with workload imbalance varying up to 50% of Iload.

power delivery, with all of them sharing the same current (thus
the charge being recycled in the stack), while their voltage
supply values are added. In [3] voltage stacking has been
applied at a higher granularity of core level with GALS based
clocking to reduce supply current and power pins. In this work
we are extending the idea of stacking cores to provide implicit
on chip down conversion at a higher efficiency.
II. DC-DC CONVERSION USING VOLTAGE STACKING
The idea of charge recycling through voltage stacking to
generate on chip low voltage at higher efficiency (Fig 1) is not
new [4].
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I. INTRODUCTION
With SoCs on portable systems handling more and more
complex multimedia applications, the role of efficient power
management has become essential. An emerging trend for
lowering energy is to scale the supply voltage Vdd to the near
threshold region which brings quadratic dynamic energy
savings and super-linearly reduced leakage currents. However
this comes at the cost of severe degradation in throughput. To
balance performance/energy, DVFS has been widely used to
provide just-in-need Vdd. With this approach, lower Vdd can be
used for slower parts of the die and higher Vdd for the high
performance section. However, while making the claims about
energy savings, often the energy overhead to generate these
low Vdd power supplies are neglected [1]. While neglecting the
overhead can be a fair assumption when regulating relatively
high voltages (in the range Vdd to 2/3 Vdd the efficiency can be
more then 90%), down-conversion from Vdd to the near
threshold region (e.g. 1/2 Vdd) can consume considerable
energy. Existing down-regulator structures (Buck-Boost [2]
and Low Dropout Regulator – LDO) have severe area and
efficiency overheads. This bottleneck is an on-chip power
regulation efficiency wall (where the relatively poor
efficiencies achievable with on-chip regulators limit the
effectiveness of many schemes that depend on them) [3].
Voltage stacking simply refers to the power delivery
arrangement of two or more circuit blocks such that the
ground of one block becomes the power connection for the
next, thus the blocks being connected as a series stack for

Fig1. Implicit DC-DC Down Conversion [4]

The efficiency of this technique depends on the mismatch
between the stacked domains which depends in turn on the
activity of the circuits, the evaluation node capacitance and the
voltage swing in the domains. The efficiency is given by:
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Where |Ireg| is the difference between the top and bottom stack
and Iq is the quiescent current of the linear regulator [4]. Thus,
the more the imbalance, the less the efficiency of this
technique. Different works in the literature have handled this
imbalance in different ways. In [4], charge balance was
maintained between the domains through active regulation of
the intermediate node using a push-pull linear regulator.
However if the top core has a larger current requirement then
the bottom core, then the close-loop regulator will force the
excess current to ground, thus wasting power. To compensate
for this loss, granules were shifted between the domains using
switching logic. This came with a power and area overhead
needed for the switching logic. In [5], a shunt regulator has
been used and to balance the different domains, software
scheduling being used to distribute the workload at runtime. In

our work, we are recycling the imbalance to maintain the
output node within a certain tolerance limit. By using a
switched-capacitor regulator, the current efficiency can be
more than 100% unlike for a linear regulator. This idea is an
extension of the work on GALS stacked cores, which allows
the intermediate node to implicitly track the workloads [3].
III. SWITCHED-CAPACITOR REGULATOR
In order to recycle the imbalance between the cores, current
needs to be either sourced or sinked, depending on which core
consumes more current. When the top core consumes more the
regulator needs to sink current, while it needs to source current
when the bottom core consumes more. The regulator style
chosen for this design is a modified version of a conventional
switched-capacitor circuit (Fig. 2). The design is implemented
with four capacitors and eight switches [3]. Extremely
interesting is that, unlike in conventional push-pull designs,
with such a switched-cap solution the sinked current is fed
back to the top core, thus reducing power waste. The two
flying capacitors change roles periodically, providing the
source/sink of charges. To understand how the circuit works,
consider an example with a slightly imbalanced workload,
where the current offset pushes Vmid to droop below half-Vdd.
In the first phase, as the voltage droops down at the load,
capacitor CSW1 begins charging to a voltage above half-Vdd,
while the voltage on CSW2 falls below half-Vdd. In the second
phase, through the on-chip switches, the capacitors CSW1 and
CSW2 switch places. Since the voltage on CSW1 was charged to
a higher voltage, it redirects this charge back onto the larger
capacitor CD2. This redirection of charge helps pull the load
voltage back towards half-Vdd.

Fig2. Switched-Capacitor Regulator (left) and the two operational phases of the
switched-capacitor (right). Phase1 shows the voltage decreasing at the load;
during phase2 this charge is redirected back to the load through the fly-cap Csw2

One of the primary loss components in a switched-capacitor
regulator is the switching loss due to the power switches. For a
conventional DC-DC converter providing current to parallel
cores, the entire current needs to flow through the regulator
causing large IR drop, thus reducing efficiency. However, in
our technique of down conversion, most of the current is
recycled from the top core and only the difference of the
current imbalance needs to flow through the regulator (Fig 3).
This accounts for a high efficiency for stacked DC-DC
conversion.
IIIA Regulator Design Rules
The periodic swapping of the fly caps (Csw1, Csw2) with
switching frequency (Tsw) causes the mid voltage (Vmid) to

jump between Vmax and Vmin. The p-p ripple (∆V) on Vmid sets
the design constraints for the regulator.
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Fig. 3 Excess current between the stacked domains being sourced by the
regulator (left) or fed back to the top core following Kirchhoff’s law (right)

The current consumption of the 2 cores is given by:
Itop = αtop CL(Vdd – Vmid)Fc Ibottom = αBottom CLVmid Fc (3)
Replacing Idiff = Itop – Ibottom = ( αtop Vdd – αtop Vmid - αBottom
Vmid )CLFc
in (2 ) we get:
|
∆ =
(4)
Where K = αtop Vdd –αtop Vmid - αBottom Vmid , CL denotes the
capacitive load and Tc the core frequency.
Thus for a given imbalance, in order to reduce the ripple
margin, Csw>CL and switching frequency (Fsw)>core frequency
(Fc) are necessary. Large capacitances incur high bottom-plate
loss [6] as well as area cost whereas switching frequency is
directly proportional to loss. Another major loss component
that needs to be optimized involves the switches. The RC time
constants which are formed between the switches and C, must
be smaller than Tsw. Based on the above mentioned design
rules, sensitivity analysis has been done to select the optimized
R, C and switching frequency (Fsw) (Fig 4).
IIIB Open-Loop versus Close-Loop Regulation
In conventional DC-DC converter, open-loop system will
typically have lower efficiency than close-loop system as the
close-loop feedback path can try to modulate switching
frequency/switch conductance in accordance with Vout, thus
reducing the losses. However stacked-cores unlike
conventional have an inherent self-regulation [5] as explained
below. By charge conservation Itop = Ibottom
Using Eq 3,

V1= Vdd –Vmid =
V2 = Vmid =

Vdd
Vdd

(5)

If the core activity factors and core frequency are similar, Vmid
will settle around half Vdd. Thus there is an inherent feedback
loop in the system that forces the voltage headroom to be
lower for the core that demands higher current, hence acting
against the notion of DVS. In order to overcome this natural

feedback loop, the push-pull switched-capacitor is needed to
regulate the Vmid. Going by general convention, closing this
open loop regulator should improve efficiency. In this work,
we have designed a hysteresis loop based feedback scheme
that modulates the switching frequency in accordance with
Vout.
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One of the primary aims of our work is to convert high off
chip voltage to near threshold voltage at higher efficiency.
Existing state of art techniques [6] measure efficiencies close
to 70% across various Iload. Thus the achievable energy gain by
using sub/near threshold Vdd decreases by 30%. To show the
usefulness of stacked DC-DC conversion, we have scaled
down our circuit to generate near threshold voltages. Fig 7
shows 90% conversion efficiency for 0.9v-0.45V at Iloads of
200-300uA for current imbalance between cores as high as 7080%. Even at a 100% imbalance where the switched-capacitor
regulator provides the entire current to one of the core while
the other one is off, efficiency remains high (~85%). This is
mainly because conventional power delivery, unlike stacked
power delivery cannot work in open loop and the feedback
circuitry incurs the additional losses.
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Fig4. Sensitivity Analysis for R, C and Fc

Fig5. Mid rail droop versus
regulation scheme

The feedback path consists of 2 comparators along with a
logic block that increases or decreases the regulator frequency
as the upper or lower boundary (allowable droop margin) is
crossed. Fig 5 shows the amount of droop (∆Vout/Vout) on the
Vmid node for varying imbalance between the top and bottom
core. The more the imbalance, the more the self-regulation of
the system will force the Vmid node to go in the opposite
direction as seen from the unregulated stacked mid rail. The
push-pull scheme is thus essential to maintain balance.
Closing the feedback loop improves the droop but at the cost
of efficiency as seen from the Fig 6. This loss is coming from
the design overhead that comes in the feedback path. At an
imbalance of 50%, by using a close-loop switched-capacitor
regulator, droop improves by 1.67% while suffering an
efficiency loss of 14% over open loop regulation. Thus unlike
conventional open-loop regulators, stacked voltage domain
with its self-regulation will work at higher energy efficiency
with open loop regulation. This technique down converts
1.2V-0.6V at 10mA load current with an efficiency of 90-93%
even under workload difference of 50% between the cores. At
100% workload difference, it will work as a conventional
switched-cap regulator with efficiency of 65-70%. Thus
careful monitoring and allocation of core workload will allow
high efficiency in this technique of DC-DC conversion [5].

Fig6. 2:1 conversion efficiency
with varying imbalance (10mA
Iload, Vdd =1.2V)

Fig7. Overheads of Sub/Near- threshold
DC-DC Conversion (OL-Open Loop,
CL-Close loop)

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have exploited the concept of charge
recycling through voltage stacking to convert high off chip
voltage to low on chip voltage at high efficiency. By using a
push-pull based switched-capacitor circuit, we are recycling
both the current and the current imbalance to reduce power
waste. A novel hysteresis-based feedback scheme has been
developed to support the switched-capacitor circuit. However,
through simulation we have shown how the self regulated
stacked domains work best with open loop regulator within
certain imbalance constraints. Even with Iload varying from 110 mA and imbalance between the cores varying up to 50% of
Iload, 1.2V-0.6V conversion manages to maintain a high
efficiency rate of 80-98%. In order to support our claims of
improved efficiency for near threshold voltage generation, we
have scaled down the design for 0.9V-0.45V conversion with
250uA Iload. Simulation results with open-loop regulator
showed similar trends of high efficiency (90-95%). Thus with
reduction of DC-DC converter energy overhead, just-in-need
Vdd and near threshold computing can become even more
energy efficient.
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